OTHER FORMS OF GUARDING AND PROTECTION
PREMISES WITHOUT PHYSICAL GUARDING
» Premises are usually only mecanically and technically secured and physical guarding
is not performed either in working or off-working time.If the premises are connected to
the Centralized Protection Desk, Monitoring Center, SGS intervenes when alarm is
sounded. The premises can be provided additional guarding if damage is discovered.
Clients can use the service upon request or avoce-standard service.
MOBILE MONITORING
» It is inspection monitoring on foot, by public transport or by car i a specific area of a
city where the contractual premises are. The service is usually provided during offworking hours of the premises. The guard visits these premises in an irregular order
and times. Surface inspection (whether entrances, windows, and glass surfaces are
undamaged, locked, etc.). Or internal space inspection is performed.
» The time of inspection depends on the premises size and the extent on inspection required
(surface, internal space, etc.(. It can usually from 5 minutes up to 30-40 minutes. The
premises to be inspected do not have to be buildings only but also various equipment
installed in a city, etc.
ACTION OF AN INTERVENTION GROUP UPON AN ALARM
» It is guarding upon a signal received by Centralized Protection Desk, Monitoring
Center of G4S when intervention group goes to the premises in question. In the case
of damage, the cooperation with the Police of the CR is arranged. Upon the owner´s
request additional guarding is provided before the problems are removed.
TRANSPORT OF CONSIGNMENTS – COLLECTION OF COMPANY POST
» These are services of company post between client´s premises in one city or in a certain area
(more cities). This service can also provide collection and delivery of post to the Czech Post
Office or other consignment transport company. It is not a courier service.
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